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Abstract
In this paper, we put forth a new joint sparse recovery algorithm called signal space matching
pursuit (SSMP). The key idea of the proposed SSMP algorithm is to sequentially investigate the
support of jointly sparse vectors to minimize the subspace distance to the residual space. Our
performance guarantee analysis indicates that SSMP accurately reconstructs any row K-sparse
matrix of rank r in the full row rank scenario if the sampling matrixA satisfies krank(A) ≥ K+1,
which meets the fundamental minimum requirement on A to ensure exact recovery. We also show
that SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction in at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations, provided that A
satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) of order L(K − r) + r + 1 with
δL(K−r)+r+1 < max
{ √
r√
K + r4 +
√
r
4
,
√
L√
K + 1.15
√
L
}
,
where L is the number of indices chosen in each iteration. This implies that the requirement on
the RIP constant becomes less restrictive when r increases. Such behavior seems to be natural
but has not been reported for most of conventional methods. We further show that if r = 1,
then by running more than K iterations, the performance guarantee of SSMP can be improved
to δ⌊7.8K⌋ ≤ 0.155. In addition, we show that under a suitable RIP condition, the reconstruction
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1error of SSMP is upper bounded by a constant multiple of the noise power, which demonstrates
the stability of SSMP under measurement noise. Finally, from extensive numerical experiments,
we show that SSMP outperforms conventional joint sparse recovery algorithms both in noiseless
and noisy scenarios.
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I. Introduction
In recent years, sparse signal recovery has received considerable attention in image pro-
cessing, seismology, data compression, source localization, wireless communication, machine
learning, to name just a few [2]–[5]. The main goal of sparse signal recovery is to reconstruct
a high dimensional K-sparse vector x ∈ Rn (‖x‖0 ≤ K ≪ n) from its compressed linear
measurements
y = Ax, (1)
where A ∈ Rm×n (m ≪ n) is the sampling (sensing) matrix. In various applications, such
as wireless channel estimation [5], [6], sub-Nyquist sampling of multiband signals [7], [8],
angles of departure and arrival (AoD and AoA) estimation in mmWave communication
systems [9], and brain imaging [10], we encounter a situation where multiple measurement
vectors (MMV) of a group of jointly sparse vectors are available. By the jointly sparse vectors,
we mean the sparse vectors having a common support (the index set of nonzero entries). In
this situation, one can dramatically improve reconstruction accuracy by recovering all the
desired sparse vectors simultaneously [11], [12]. The problem to reconstruct a group {xi}ri=1
of jointly K-sparse vectors1 is often referred to as the joint sparse recovery problem [17].
Let yi = Axi be the measurement vector of xi acquired through the sampling matrix A.
Then the system model describing the MMV can be expressed as
Y = AX, (2)
where Y = [y1, . . . ,yr] and X = [x1, . . . ,xr].
The main task of joint sparse recovery problem is to identify the common support shared
by the unknown sparse signals. Once the support is determined accurately, then the system
model in (2) can be reduced to r independent overdetermined systems and thus the solutions
1In the sequel, we assume that x1, . . .,xr are linearly independent.
3can be found via the conventional least squares (LS) approach. The problem to identify the
support can be formulated as
min
S⊂{1,...,n}
|S|
s.t. y1, . . . ,yr ∈ R(AS),
(3)
where AS is the submatrix of A that contains the columns indexed by S and R(AS) is
the subspace spanned by the columns of AS. A naive way to solve (3) is to search over all
possible subspaces spanned by A. Such a combinatorial search, however, is exhaustive and
thus infeasible for most practical scenarios. Over the years, various approaches to address
this problem have been proposed [11]–[17]. Roughly speaking, these approaches can be
divided into two categories: 1) those based on greedy search principles (e.g., simultaneous
orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) [13] and rank aware order recursive matching pursuit
(RA-ORMP) [16]) and 2) those relying on convex optimization (e.g., mixed norm minimiza-
tion [14]). Hybrid approaches combining greedy search techniques and conventional methods
such as multiple signal classification (MUSIC) have also been proposed (e.g., compressive
MUSIC (CS-MUSIC) [15] and subspace-augmented MUSIC (SA-MUSIC) [17]).
In this paper, we put forth a new algorithm, called signal space matching pursuit (SSMP),
to improve the quality of joint sparse recovery. Basically, the SSMP algorithm identifies
columns of A that span the measurement space. By the measurement space, we mean
the subspace R(Y) spanned by the measurement vectors y1, . . . ,yr. Towards this end, we
recast (3) as
min
S⊂{1,...,n}
|S|
s.t. R(Y) ⊆ R(AS).
(4)
In solving this problem, SSMP exploits the notion of subspace distance which measures
the closeness between two vector spaces (see Definition 1 in Section II-A) [18]. Specifically,
SSMP chooses multiple, say L, columns of A that minimize the subspace distance to the
measurement space in each iteration.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a new joint sparse recovery algorithm called SSMP (Section II). From the
simulation results, we show that SSMP outperforms conventional techniques both in
noiseless and noisy scenarios (Section VI). Specifically, in the noiseless scenario, the crit-
ical sparsity (the maximum sparsity level at which exact reconstruction is ensured [22])
4of SSMP is about 1.5 times higher than those obtained by conventional techniques.
In the noisy scenario, SSMP performs close to the oracle least squares (Oracle-LS)
estimator2 in terms of the mean square error (MSE) when the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is high.
2) We analyze a condition under which the SSMP algorithm exactly reconstructs any group
of jointly K-sparse vectors in at most K iterations in the noiseless scenario (Section III).
– In the full row rank scenario (r = K),3 we show that SSMP accurately recovers any
group {xi}ri=1 of jointly K-sparse vectors in ⌈KL ⌉ iterations if the sampling matrix
A satisfies (Theorem 1(i))
krank(A) ≥ K + 1,
where krank(A) is the maximum number k such that any k columns of A are
linearly independent. This implies that under a mild condition on A (any m
columns of A are linearly independent), SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction
with m = K + 1 measurements, which meets the fundamental minimum number
of measurements to ensure perfect recovery of {xi}ri=1 [16].
– In the rank deficient scenario (r < K), we show that SSMP reconstructs {xi}ri=1
accurately in at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations if A satisfies the restricted isometry
property (RIP [27]) of order L(K − r) + r + 1 with (Theorem 1(ii))
δL(K−r)+r+1 < max

√
r√
K + r
4
+
√
r
4
,
√
L√
K + 1.15
√
L
 . (5)
Using the monotonicity of the RIP constant (see Lemma 3), one can notice that
the requirement on the RIP constant becomes less restrictive when the number r
of (linearly independent) measurement vectors increases. This behavior seems to
be natural but has not been reported for conventional methods such as SOMP [13]
and mixed norm minimization [14]. In particular, if r is on the order of K, e.g.,
r = ⌈K
2
⌉, then (5) is satisfied under
δL(K−⌈K
2
⌉)+⌈K
2
⌉+1 <
1
2
,
2Oracle-LS is the estimator that provides the best achievable bound using prior knowledge on the common support.
3Note that X has at most K nonzero rows so that r = rank(X) ≤ K. In this sense, we refer to the case where
r = K as the full row rank scenario.
5which implies that SSMP ensures exact recovery with overwhelming probability as
long as the number of random measurements scales linearly with K log n
K
[27], [31].
3) We analyze the performance of SSMP in the scenario where the observation matrix Y is
contaminated by noise (Section IV). Specifically, we show that the reconstruction error
of SSMP is upper bounded by a constant multiple of the noise power under a suitable
RIP condition (Theorems 2 and 3), which demonstrates the stability of SSMP under
measurement noise.
4) As a special case, when r = 1, we establish a performance guarantee of SSMP running
more than K iterations (Section V). Specifically, we show that SSMP exactly recovers
any K-sparse vector in max{K, ⌊8K
L
⌋} iterations under (Theorem 5)
δ⌊7.8K⌋ ≤ 0.155.
In contrast to (5), this bound is a constant and unrelated to the sparsity K. This implies
that even when r is not on the order of K, SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction with
O(K log n
K
) random measurements by running slightly more than K iterations.
We briefly summarize the notations used in this paper.
• Let Ω = {1, . . ., n};
• For J ⊂ Ω, |J | is the cardinality of J and Ω \ J is the set of all indices in Ω but not in
J ;
• For a vector x, xJ ∈ R|J | is the restriction of x to the elements indexed by J ;
• We refer to X having at most K nonzero rows as a row K-sparse signal and define its
support S as the index set of its nonzero rows;4
• The submatrix of X containing the rows indexed by J is denoted by XJ ;
We use the following notations for a general matrix H ∈ Rm×n.
• The i-th column of H is denoted by hi ∈ Rm;
• The submatrix of H containing the columns indexed by J is denoted by HJ ;
• If HJ has full column rank, H
†
J = (H
′
JHJ)
−1H′J is the pseudoinverse of HJ where H
′
J
is the transpose of HJ ;
• We define R(H) as the column space of H;
4For example, if x1 = [1 0 0 2]
′ and x2 = [2 0 0 1]
′, then X = [x1 x2] is a row 2-sparse matrix with support {1, 4}.
6• The Frobenius norm and the spectral norm of H are denoted by ‖H‖F and ‖H‖2,
respectively;
• The minimum, maximum, and i-th largest singular values of H are denoted by σmin(H),
σmax(H), and σi(H), respectively;
• We define PV and P⊥V to be the orthogonal projections onto a subspace V ⊂ Rm and its
orthogonal complement V⊥, respectively. For simplicity, we write PJ and P⊥J instead
of PR(AJ ) and P
⊥
R(AJ ), respectively.
II. The Proposed SSMP Algorithm
As mentioned, we use the notion of subspace distance in solving our main problem (4).
In this section, we briefly introduce the definition of subspace distance and its properties,
and then describe the proposed SSMP algorithm.
A. Preliminaries
We begin with the definition of subspace distance. In a nutshell, the subspace distance
is minimized if two subspaces coincide with each other and maximized if two subspaces are
perpendicular to each other.
Definition 1 (Subspace distance [18]). Let V andW be subspaces in Rm, and let {v1, . . . ,vp}
and {w1, . . . ,wq} be orthonormal bases of V andW, respectively. Then the subspace distance
dist(V,W) between V and W is
dist(V,W) =
√√√√max{p, q} − p∑
i=1
q∑
j=1
|〈vi,wj〉|2. (6)
As a special case, suppose V and W are one-dimensional subspaces in Rm (i.e., V and
W are two lines in Rm). Further, let {v} and {w} be orthonormal bases of V and W,
respectively, and θ be the angle between v and w. Then the subspace distance dist(V,W)
between V and W is (see Fig. 1)
dist(V,W) (a)=
√
1− |〈v,w〉|2
=
√
1− (‖v‖2‖w‖2 cos θ)2
= sin θ, (7)
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1. Subspace distance between one-dimensional subspaces.
) = sin
− |〈 〉|
= sin θ, (7)
where (a) is because are one-dimensional (i.e., = 1 in ( )). One can easily
that dist( ) is maximal when (i.e., V ⊥ W) and dist( ) = 0 if and only
if = 0 (i.e., ). In fact, dist( ) is maximal when are orthogonal and
) = 0 if and only if with each other [18]. Also, note that the
e is a proper metric between subspaces since it satisfies the following three
properties of a metric [18], [19]:
(i) dist( 0 for any subspaces W ⊂ , and the equality holds if and only if
(ii) dist( ) = dist( ) for any subspaces W ⊂
(iii) dist( ) + dist( ) for any subspaces W ⊂
Exploiting the subspace distance, ( ) can be reformulated as
. dist ( )) = 0
(8)
dist(V , W) = sin θ
0
v
w
V
W
Figure 1. Subspace distance between one-dimensional subspaces.
where (a) is because V and W are one-dimensional (i.e., p = q = 1 in (6)). One can easily
see that dist(V,W) is maximal when θ = pi
2
(i.e., V ⊥ W) and dist(V,W) = 0 if and only
if θ = 0 (i.e., V = W). In fact, dist(V,W) is maximal when V and W are orthogonal and
dist(V,W) = 0 if and only if V and W coincide with each other [18]. Also, note that the
subspace distance is a proper metric between subspaces since it satisfies the following three
properties of a metric [18], [19]:
(i) dist(V,W) ≥ 0 for any subspaces V,W ⊂ Rm, and the equality holds if and only if
V =W.
(ii) dist(V,W) = dist(W,V) for any subspaces V,W ⊂ Rm.
(iii) dist(U ,W) ≤ dist(U ,V) + dist(V,W) for any subspaces U ,V,W ⊂ Rm.
Exploiting the subspace distance, (4) can be reformulated as
min
S⊂Ω
|S|
s.t. dist (R(Y),PSR(Y)) = 0,
(8)
where PSR(Y) = {PSz : z ∈ R(Y)}.
Lemma 1. Problems (4) and (8) are equivalent.
Proof. It suffices to show that two constraints R(Y) ⊆ R(AS) and dist (R(Y),PSR(Y)) =
0 are equivalent. If dist (R(Y),PSR(Y)) = 0, then R(Y) = PSR(Y) ⊆ R(AS) by the
8property (i) of the subspace distance. Conversely, if R(Y) ⊆ R(AS), then PSR(Y) = R(Y)
and thus dist (R(Y),PSR(Y)) = 0.
It is worth mentioning that problem (8) can be extended to the noisy scenario by relaxing
the constraint dist (R(Y),PS (R(Y))) = 0 to dist (R(Y),PS (R(Y))) ≤ ǫ for some properly
chosen threshold ǫ > 0.
B. Algorithm Description
The proposed SSMP algorithm solves problem (8) using the greedy principle. Note that
the greedy principle has been popularly used in sparse signal recovery for its computational
simplicity and competitive performance [20]–[23]. In a nutshell, SSMP sequentially investi-
gates the support to minimize the subspace distance to the residual space.
In the first iteration, SSMP chooses multiple, say L, columns of the sampling matrix A
that minimize the subspace distance to the measurement space R(Y). Towards this end,
SSMP computes the subspace distance
di = dist
(
R(Y),P{i}R(Y)
)
between R(Y) and its orthogonal projection P{i}R(Y) onto the subspace spanned by each
column ai of A. Let 0 ≤ di1 ≤ di2 ≤ . . . ≤ din , then SSMP chooses i1, . . . , iL (the indices
corresponding to the L smallest subspace distances). In other words, the estimated support
S1 = {i1, . . . , iL} is given by
S1 = argmin
I:I⊂Ω,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
di
= argmin
I:I⊂Ω,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
dist
(
R(Y),P{i}R(Y)
)
. (9)
For example, let y ∈ R2, A ∈ R2×3, and θi be the angle between R(y) and P{i}R(y) (see
Fig. 2). Also, suppose SSMP picks up two indices in each iteration (i.e., L = 2). Then,
by (7), di = dist
(
R(y),P{i}R(y)
)
= sin θi so that d2 < d3 < d1 (see θ2 < θ3 < θ1 in Fig. 2)
and S1 = {2, 3}. After updating the support set S1, SSMP computes the estimate X1 of the
desired signal X by solving the LS problem:
X1 = argmin
U:supp(U)⊂S1
‖Y−AU‖F .
92. Illustration of the identification step of the SSMP algorithm. In the first iteration, SSMP ( = 2) chooses
For example, let , and be the angle between ) and
(see Fig. ). Also, suppose SSMP picks up two indices in each iteration (i.e., = 2). Then,
by ( ), = dist = sin so that < d < d (see < θ < θ in Fig.
. After updating the support set , SSMP computes the estimate of the
ed signal by solving the LS problem:
= arg min
:supp(
AU
As a result, ( |× , where is the ( )-
o matrix. , SSMP generates the residual matrix
AX
which will be used as an observation matrix for the next iteration.
The general iteration of SSMP is similar to the first iteration except for the fact that
the residual space ) is used instead of the measurement space ) in the support
tification step. In other words, SSMP identifies the columns of that minimize the
y
a2
a1
a3
0
R(y)
P{2}R(y)
P{3}R(y)
P{1}R(y)
Figure 2. Illustration of the identification step of the SSMP algorithm. In the first iteration, SSMP (L = 2) chooses
S1 = {2, 3}.
Note that (X1)S
1
= A†S1Y and (X
1)Ω\S
1
= 0|Ω\S1|×r, where 0d1×d2 is the (d1×d2)-dimensional
zero matrix. Finally, SSMP generates the residual matrix
R1 = Y −AX1 = Y −AS1(X1)S1 = Y −AS1A†S1Y = P⊥S1Y,
which will be used as an observation matrix for the next iteration.
The general iteration of SSMP is similar to the first iteration except for the fact that the
residual space is used instead of the measurement space R(Y) in the support identification
step. In other words, SSMP identifies the columns of A that minimize the subspace distance
to the residual space R(Rk−1) in the k-th iteration. Let Ik be the set of L indices newly
chosen in the k-th iteration, then
Ik = argmin
I:I⊂Ω\Sk−1,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
dist
(
R(Rk−1),PSk−1∪{i}R(Rk−1)
)
. (10)
These set of operations are repeated until the iteration number reaches the maximum value
kmax = min{K, ⌊mL ⌋}5 or the pre-defined stopping criterion
dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ǫ
is satisfied where ǫ is a stopping threshold.
5In the estimation step, SSMP computes (Xk)S
k
= A†
Sk
Y = (A′
Sk
ASk)
−1
A
′
Sk
Y. In order to perform this task,
ASk should h ve full colum rank and thus |S
k| = kL ≤ m.
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Suppose SSMP runs k iterations in total and more than K indices are chosen (i.e., |Sk| >
K). Then, by identifying the K rows of Xk with largest ℓ2-norms, the estimated support S
k
is pruned to its subset Ŝ consisting of K elements, i.e.,
Ŝ = argmin
J :|J |=K
‖Xk − (Xk)J‖F .
Finally, SSMP computes the row K-sparse estimate X̂ of X by solving the LS problem
on Ŝ. This pruning step, also known as debiasing, helps to reduce the reconstruction error
‖X− X̂‖F in the noisy scenario [32].
C. Refined Identification Rule
As shown in (10), in the k-th iteration, SSMP computes the subspace distance between the
residual space R(Rk−1) and its projection space PSk−1∪{i}R(Rk−1) for all remaining indices
i. Since this operation requires n− (k− 1)L projection operators PSk−1∪{i}, it would clearly
be computationally prohibitive, especially for large n. In this regard, it is of importance to
come up with a computationally efficient way to perform the support identification. In the
following proposition, we introduce a simplified selection rule under which the number of
projections required in each identification step is independent of the signal dimension n.
Proposition 1. Consider the system model in (2). Suppose the SSMP algorithm chooses L
indices in each iteration. Then the set Ik+1 of L indices chosen in the (k + 1)-th iteration
satisfies
Ik+1 = argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
∥∥∥∥∥PR(Rk) P⊥Skai‖P⊥Skai‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (11)
Proof. See Appendix A.
Note that the selection rule in (11) requires only two projection operators PR(Rk) and
P⊥Sk in each identification step. One can also observe from (11) that SSMP performs the
identification step by one simple matrix multiplication followed by the selection of L columns
with largest ℓ2-norms. Specifically, if B ∈ Rm×n is the ℓ2-normalized counterpart of P⊥SkA,
i.e.,
bi =

P⊥
Sk
ai
‖P⊥
Sk
ai‖2 , i ∈ Ω \ Sk,
0m×1, i ∈ Sk,
then SSMP picks L column indices of PR(Rk)B with largest ℓ2-norms. In Algorithm 1, we
summarize the proposed SSMP algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 The SSMP algorithm
Input: sampling matrix A ∈ Rm×n, observation matrix Y ∈ Rm×r, sparsity K, number L
of selected indices per iteration, and stopping threshold ǫ.
Initialization: iteration counter k = 0, estimated support S0 = ∅, and residual matrix
R0 = Y.
1: While k < min{K, ⌊m
L
⌋} and dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) > ǫ do
2: k = k + 1;
3: Construct the ℓ2-normalized counterpart B of P
⊥
Sk−1A, i.e., bi = P
⊥
Sk−1ai/‖P⊥Sk−1ai‖2 for
each of i ∈ Ω \ Sk−1 and bi = 0m×1 for each of i ∈ Sk−1;
4: Identify the indices φ(1), . . . , φ(L) of L columns in PR(Rk−1)B with largest ℓ2-norms;
5: Sk = Sk−1 ∪ {φ(1), . . . , φ(L)};
6: Xk = argmin
U:supp(U)⊂Sk
‖Y−AU‖F ;
7: Rk = Y −AXk;
8: end while
Output: Ŝ = argmin
J :|J |=K
‖Xk − (Xk)J‖F and X̂ satisfying X̂Ŝ = A†
Ŝ
Y and X̂Ω\Ŝ = 0|Ω\Ŝ|×r.
III. Exact Joint Sparse Recovery via SSMP
In this section, we analyze a sufficient condition under which the SSMP algorithm recovers
any rowK-sparse matrix accurately in the noiseless scenario. In this case, we set the stopping
threshold ǫ to zero. Also, we assume that the number L of indices chosen in each iteration
satisfies L ≤ min{K, m
K
}. Then SSMP performs at most K iterations before stopping (see
Algorithm 1). Finally, we assume that the sampling matrix A has unit ℓ2-norm columns
since the performance of SSMP is not affected by the ℓ2-normalization of columns in A.
6
A. Definition and Lemmas
In our analysis, we employ the RIP framework which has been widely used for analyzing
sparse recovery algorithms [21]–[26].
6Note that the term P⊥
Sk
ai/‖P
⊥
Sk
ai‖2 in (11) is not affected by the ℓ2-normalization of columns in A.
12
Definition 2 (RIP [27]). A matrix A ∈ Rm×n is said to satisfy the RIP of order K if there
exists a constant δ ∈ (0, 1) such that
(1− δ)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖22 (12)
for any K-sparse vector x ∈ Rn. In particular, the minimum value of δ satisfying (12) is
called the RIP constant and denoted by δK .
We next introduce several lemmas useful in our analysis.
Lemma 2 ([17, Lemma A.2]). Let A ∈ Rm×n and S, J ⊂ Ω with S \ J 6= ∅, then
σmin(P
⊥
JAS\J) ≥ σmin(AS∪J).
Lemma 2 implies that if AS∪J has full column rank, so does the projected matrix P⊥JAS\J .
The next lemma describes the monotonicity of the RIP constant.
Lemma 3 ([22, Lemma 1]). If a matrix A satisfies the RIP of orders K1 and K2 (K1 ≤ K2),
then δK1 ≤ δK2.
Lemma 4 ([28, Lemma 1]). Let A ∈ Rm×n and S, J ⊂ Ω. If A satisfies the RIP of order
|S ∪ J |, then for any z ∈ R|S\J |,
(1− δ|S∪J |)‖z‖22 ≤ ‖P⊥JAS\Jz‖22 ≤ (1 + δ|S∪J |)‖z‖22.
Lemma 4 implies that if A satisfies the RIP of order |S ∪ J |, then the projected matrix
P⊥JAS\J obeys the RIP of order |S \J | and the corresponding RIP constant δ|S\J |(P⊥JAS\J)
satisfies δ|S\J |(P⊥JAS\J) ≤ δ|S∪J |.
Recall that the SSMP algorithm picks the indices of the L largest elements in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 :
i ∈ Ω\Sk} in the (k+1)-th iteration, where B is the ℓ2-normalized counterpart of P⊥SkA (see
Algorithm 1). This implies that SSMP chooses at least one support element in the (k+1)-th
iteration if and only if the largest element in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 : i ∈ S \ Sk} is larger than the
L-th largest element in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 : i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk)}. The following lemma provides a
lower bound of maxi∈S\Sk ‖PR(Rk)bi‖2.
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Lemma 5. Consider the system model in (2). Let Sk be the estimated support and Rk be the
residual generated in the k-th iteration of the SSMP algorithm. Also, letB be the ℓ2-normalized
counterpart of P⊥SkA. If AS∪Sk has full column rank and |S \ Sk| > 0, then
max
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≥
1
|S \ Sk|
∑
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22
≥ 1|S \ Sk|
d∑
i=1
σ2|S\Sk|+1−i(BS\Sk), (13)
where d = rank(XS\S
k
).
Proof. See Appendix C.
The following lemmas play an important role in bounding the L-th largest element in
{‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 : i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk)}.
Lemma 6 ([29, Lemma 3]). Let A ∈ Rm×n and S, J ⊂ Ω. If A satisfies the RIP of order
|S ∪ J |+ 1, then for any i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ J),
‖P⊥R(P⊥
J
AS\J)
P⊥J ai‖22 ≥ (1− δ2|S∪J |+1)‖P⊥J ai‖22.
Lemma 7 ([28, Lemma 2]). Let A ∈ Rm×n and S, J,Λ ⊂ Ω with (S ∪ J) ∩ Λ = ∅. If A
satisfies the RIP of order |S ∪ J |+ |Λ|, then for any z ∈ R|S\J |,
‖A′ΛP⊥JAS\Jz‖2 ≤ δ|S∪J |+|Λ|‖z‖2.
B. Performance Guarantee of SSMP
We now analyze a condition for the SSMP algorithm to guarantee exact reconstruction
of any row K-sparse signal in K iterations. In the sequel, we say that SSMP is successful
in the k-th iteration if at least one support element is chosen (i.e., Ik ∩ S 6= ∅). First, we
present a condition under which SSMP chooses at least K − r support elements in the first
K − r iterations (i.e., |S ∩ SK−r| ≥ K − r).
Proposition 2. Consider the system model in (2), where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns and
any r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent. Let L be the number of indices chosen in
each iteration of the SSMP algorithm. If A satisfies the RIP of order L(K − r) + r+ 1 with
δL(K−r)+r+1 < max

√
r√
K + r
4
+
√
r
4
,
√
L√
K + 1.15
√
L
 , (14)
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then SSMP picks at least K − r support elements in the first K − r iterations.
Proof. We show that |S ∩Sk| ≥ k for each of k ∈ {0, . . . , K− r}. First, we consider the case
where k = 0. This case is trivial since S0 = ∅ and thus
|S ∩ S0| = 0.
Next, we assume that |S ∩ Sk| ≥ k for some integer k (0 ≤ k < K − r). In other words, we
assume that the SSMP algorithm chooses at least k support elements in the first k iterations.
In particular, we consider the case where |S∩Sk| = k, since otherwise |S∩Sk+1| ≥ |S∩Sk| ≥
k+1. Under this assumption, we show that SSMP picks at least one support element in the
(k+1)-th iteration. As mentioned, SSMP is successful in the (k+1)-th iteration if and only
if the largest element p1 in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈S\Sk is larger than the L-th largest element qL
in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈Ω\(S∪Sk). In our proof, we build a lower bound of p1 and an upper bound
of qL and then show that the former is larger than the latter under (14).
• Lower bound of p1:
Note that |S \ Sk| = |S| − |S ∩ Sk| = K − k > r. Then, rank(XS\Sk) ≥ r since any
r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent. Also, note that rank(XS\S
k
) ≤ r since
XS\S
k
consists of r columns. As a result, we have
rank(XS\S
k
) = r. (15)
In addition, since
|S ∪ Sk| = |Sk|+ |S \ Sk| = Lk +K − k
≤ (L− 1)(K − r − 1) +K = L(K − r − 1) + r + 1, (16)
A satisfies the RIP of order |S ∪ Sk|. Then, by Lemma 5, we have
p21 = max
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≥
rσ2min(BS\Sk)
K − k . (17)
Let D = diag{‖P⊥Skai‖2 : i ∈ S \ Sk}, then
σ2min(BS\Sk) = σ
2
min(P
⊥
SkAS\SkD
−1)
≥ σ2min(P⊥SkAS\Sk)σ2min(D−1)
=
σ2min(P
⊥
SkAS\Sk)
maxi∈S\Sk ‖P⊥Skai‖22
(a)
≥ σ2min(P⊥SkAS\Sk), (18)
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where (a) is because ‖P⊥Skai‖22 ≤ ‖ai‖22 = 1 for each of i ∈ S \ Sk. Note that A satisfies
the RIP of order |S∪Sk|. Then, by Lemma 4, the projected matrix P⊥SkAS\Sk obeys the
RIP of order |S \ Sk| and the corresponding RIP constant δ|S\Sk|(P⊥SkAS\Sk) satisfies
δ|S\Sk|(P
⊥
SkAS\Sk) ≤ δ|S∪Sk|. (19)
Also, by the definition of the RIP (see Definition 2), we have
σ2min(P
⊥
SkAS\Sk) ≥ 1− δ|S\Sk|(P⊥SkAS\Sk). (20)
Finally, by combining (17)-(20), we obtain
p21 ≥
r(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
K − k ≥
r(1− δL(K−r)+r+1)
K
, (21)
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.
• Upper bound of qL:
Let ψl be the index corresponding to the l-th largest element ql in
{∥∥∥PR(Rk)bi∥∥∥
2
}
i∈Ω\(S∪Sk)
and Λ = {ψ1, . . . , ψL}. Since R(Rk) = R(P⊥SkAS\SkXS\S
k
) ⊆ R(P⊥SkAS\Sk), we have
q2L =
∥∥∥∥∥PR(Rk) P⊥SkaψL‖P⊥SkaψL‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥PR(P⊥SkAS\Sk) P
⊥
SkaψL
‖P⊥SkaψL‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
= 1−
∥∥∥∥∥P⊥R(P⊥SkAS\Sk) P
⊥
SkaψL
‖P⊥SkaψL‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
. (22)
Note that since |S ∪ Sk|+ 1 ≤ |S ∪ Sk|+L ≤ L(K − r) + r+ 1 by (16), A satisfies the
RIP of order |S ∪ Sk|+ 1 and thus
‖P⊥R(P⊥
Sk
A
S\Sk
)P
⊥
SkaψL‖22
(a)
≥ (1− δ2|S∪Sk|+1)‖P⊥SkaψL‖22 (23)
(b)
≥ (1− δ2L(K−r)+r+1)‖P⊥SkaψL‖22, (24)
where (a) and (b) follow from Lemmas 6 and 3, respectively. By combining (22) and (24),
we obtain
q2L ≤ δ2L(K−r)+r+1. (25)
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Furthermore, since qL is the L-th largest element, we have
q2L ≤
1
L
(q21 + . . .+ q
2
L)
=
1
L
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥∥∥PR(Rk) P⊥Skaψl‖P⊥Skaψl‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
(a)
≤ 1
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)
‖PR(Rk)P⊥SkAΛ‖2F , (26)
where (a) is because ‖P⊥Skaψl‖22 ≥ 1 − δ2|Sk|+1 by Lemma 6. Let V be an orthonormal
basis of R(Rk) (⊆ R(P⊥SkAS\Sk)) and U be the matrix such that V = P⊥SkAS\SkU.
Then, since A satisfies the RIP of order |S∪Sk|+|Λ| = |S∪Sk|+L (≤ L(K−r)+r+1),
we have
‖PR(Rk)P⊥SkAΛ‖2F = ‖A′ΛP⊥SkAS\SkU‖2F
≤ δ2|S∪Sk|+L‖U‖2F (27)
by Lemma 7. Note that
rank(Rk) = rank(P⊥SkAS\SkX
S\Sk) = rank(XS\S
k
) = r,
where the last equality follows from (15). Then, by Lemma 4, we have
r = ‖V‖2F = ‖P⊥SkAS\SkU‖2F ≥ (1− δ|S∪Sk|)‖U‖2F . (28)
Using this together with (26) and (27), we have
q2L ≤
rδ2|S∪Sk|+L
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
≤ rδ
2
L(K−r)+r+1
L(1− δ2L(K−r)+r+1)(1− δL(K−r)+r+1)
, (29)
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3. Finally, by combining (25) and (29),
we obtain
q2L ≤ min
δ2L(K−r)+r+1, rδ
2
L(K−r)+r+1
L(1− δ2L(K−r)+r+1)(1− δL(K−r)+r+1)
 . (30)
• When p1 > qL?
From (21) and (30), we have
p21 − q2L
≥ r(1− δL(K−r)+r+1)
K
−min
δ2L(K−r)+r+1, rδ
2
L(K−r)+r+1
L(1− δ2L(K−r)+r+1)(1− δL(K−r)+r+1)
 .
(31)
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One can easily check that the right-hand side of (31) is strictly larger than zero un-
der (14). As a result, p1 > qL, and hence SSMP is successful in the (k + 1)-th itera-
tion.
Thus far, we have shown that the SSMP algorithm picks at least K − r support elements
in the first K − r iterations under (14). We next analyze the performance of SSMP when
at least K − r support elements are chosen.
Proposition 3. Consider the system model in (2), where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns and
any r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent. Let L be the number of indices chosen in
each iteration of the SSMP algorithm. Suppose SSMP picks at least K − r support elements
in the first k iterations (i.e., |S ∩ Sk| ≥ K − r). If A satisfies
krank(A) ≥ |S ∪ Sk|+ 1, (32)
then SSMP chooses min{L, |S \ Sk|} support elements in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
Proof. We show that
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 = 1, ∀i ∈ S \ Sk, (33a)
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 < 1, ∀i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk). (33b)
If this argument holds, then min{L, |S \Sk|} support elements are chosen since SSMP picks
the indices of the L largest elements in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈Ω\Sk in the (k+ 1)-th iteration (see
Algorithm 1).
• Proof of (33a):
Note that since |S \ Sk| = K − |S ∩ Sk| ≤ r and any r nonzero rows of X are linearly
independent, we have
rank(XS\S
k
) = |S \ Sk|.
Then, by Lemma 5, we have
1
|S \ Sk|
∑
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≥
1
|S \ Sk|
|S\Sk|∑
i=1
σ2|S\Sk|+1−i(BS\Sk)
=
‖BS\Sk‖2F
|S \ Sk| = 1. (34)
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Also, since ‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 ≤ ‖bi‖2 = 1 for each of i ∈ S \ Sk, we have
1
|S \ Sk|
∑
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≤ 1. (35)
By combining (34) and (35), we obtain
1
|S \ Sk|
∑
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 = 1,
which in turn implies (33a).
• Proof of (33b):
If ‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 = 1 (‖PR(Rk)P⊥Skai‖2 = ‖P⊥Skai‖2) for some incorrect index i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪
Sk), then
P⊥Skai ∈ R(Rk) ⊂ R(P⊥SkAS\Sk),
which implies that the matrix P⊥Sk [AS\Sk ai] does not have full column rank. This is a
contradiction since
σmin(P
⊥
Sk[AS\Sk ai])
(a)
≥ σmin(A(S∪Sk)∪{i})
(b)
> 0,
where (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 2 and (32), respectively. Therefore, ‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 <
1 for all of i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk).
Having the results of Propositions 2 and 3 in hand, we are now ready to establish a
sufficient condition for SSMP to guarantee exact reconstruction of any row K-sparse matrix.
Theorem 1. Consider the system model in (2), where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns and any
r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent. Let L (L ≤ min{K, m
K
}) be the number of
indices chosen in each iteration of the SSMP algorithm. Then, SSMP exactly reconstructs
X from Y = AX in at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations if one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(i) r = K and A satisfies
krank(A) ≥ K + 1. (36)
(ii) r < K and A satisfies the RIP of order L(K − r) + r + 1 with (14).
Proof. We show that the SSMP algorithm picks all support elements in at most K−r+⌈ r
L
⌉
iterations under (i) or (ii). Note that even if several incorrect indices are added, SSMP
exactly reconstructs X as long as all the support elements are chosen [23, eq. (11)].
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• Case 1: r = K and A satisfies (36).
In this case, it suffices to show that min{L, |S \Sk|} support elements are chosen in the
(k + 1)-th iteration for each of k ∈ {0, . . . , ⌈K
L
⌉ − 1}. If k = 0, then Sk = ∅ and thus
|S ∩ Sk| = 0 ≥ K − r,
krank(A) ≥ K + 1 = |S ∪ S0|+ 1.
Therefore, SSMP picks min{L, |S \ S0|} support elements in the first iteration by
Proposition 3. We next assume that the argument holds up to k = α (0 ≤ α < ⌈K
L
⌉−1)
and then show that min{L, |S \ Sα+1|} support elements are chosen in the (α + 2)-th
iteration. Note that for each of k ∈ {0, . . . , α},
|S \ Sk| ≥ K − αL ≥ K −
(⌈
K
L
⌉
− 2
)
L > L.
Then, by the induction hypothesis, SSMP chooses L (= min{L, |S \ Sk|}) support
elements in each of the first α + 1 iterations. In other words, SSMP does not choose
any incorrect index until the (α+ 1)-th iteration (i.e., Sα+1 ⊂ S). As a result, we have
|S ∩ Sα+1| = L(α + 1) ≥ K − r,
krank(A) ≥ K + 1 = |S ∪ Sα+1|+ 1,
and hence min{L, |S \ Sα+1|} support elements are chosen in the (α + 2)-th iteration
by Proposition 3.
• Case 2: r < K and A satisfies the RIP with (14).
In this case, we have |S ∩ SK−r| ≥ K − r by Proposition 2. Also, since
|S ∪ SK−r|+ 1 = |S|+ |SK−r| − |S ∩ SK−r|+ 1
≤ K + L(K − r)− (K − r) + 1
= L(K − r) + r + 1,
we have krank(A) ≥ |S ∪ SK−r|+ 1.7 Then, in a similar way as above, one can deduce
from Proposition 3 that SSMP picks the rest of |S \SK−r| support elements by running
⌈ |S\SK−r|
L
⌉ (≤ ⌈ r
L
⌉) additional iterations. As a result, SSMP exactly reconstructs X in
at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations.
7Note that since A satisfies the RIP of order L(K − r) + r + 1, any p (p ≤ L(K − r) + r + 1) columns of A are
linearly independent.
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Remark 1. The assumption that any r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent is fairly
mild since it applies to many naturally acquired signals. For example, any random matrix
whose entries are drawn i.i.d. from a continuous probability distribution (e.g., Gaussian,
uniform, exponential, and chi-square) obeys this assumption [17], [30].
Theorem 1 indicates that the SSMP algorithm does not require any RIP condition to
guarantee exact reconstruction in the full row rank scenario (r = K). In [16, Theorem 2], it
has been shown that
krank(A) ≥ 2K − r + 1 (39)
is the fundamental minimum requirement on A to ensure exact joint sparse recovery. Com-
bining this with Theorem 1, one can see that SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction with
the minimum requirement on A in the full row rank scenario. This is in contrast to conven-
tional joint sparse recovery algorithms such as SOMP [13], M-ORMP [11], and mixed norm
minimization [14], which require additional conditions on A (e.g., null space property) to
guarantee exact reconstruction (see [16, Theorems 4 and 5]). In addition, if the sampling
matrix A ∈ Rm×n satisfies krank(A) = m, then SSMP recovers any row K-sparse signal
accurately with m = K + 1 measurements in the full row rank scenario, which meets the
fundamental minimum number of measurements to ensure exact joint sparse recovery [16].
Furthermore, one can see that the upper bound in (14) becomes larger when the number
r of (linearly independent) measurement vectors increases. Also, by Lemma 3, δL(K−r)+r+1
decreases monotonically with r. Therefore, the requirement on the RIP constant becomes less
restrictive when r increases. Such behavior seems to be natural but has not been reported for
conventional methods such as SOMP and mixed norm minimization. In Table I, we provide
an executive summary of performance guarantees of joint sparse recovery algorithms. One
can observe that the proposed SSMP algorithm is very competitive both in full row rank
and rank deficient scenarios.
It is well-known that a random matrix A ∈ Rm×n whose entries are drawn i.i.d. from
a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1
m
) satisfies the RIP of order K with δK ≤ ǫ ∈ (0, 1) with
overwhelming probability χ, provided that
m ≥ CχK log
n
K
ǫ2
, (40)
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Table I
Performance Guarantees of SSMP and Conventional Techniques
Full Row Rank (r = K) Rank Deficient (r < K)
Is krank(A) ≥ K+1 sufficient?
Is there any known guarantee
that improves with r?
SOMP [13] No No
M-ORMP [11] No No
ℓ1/ℓ2-norm minimization [14] No No
CS-MUSIC [15] Yes No
SA-MUSIC [17] Yes Yes (δK+1 <
r
K+r [17])
SSMP Yes Yes (see (14))
where Cχ is the constant depending on χ [27], [31]. Using this together with Theorem 1,
one can notice that the SSMP algorithm requires a smaller number of (random Gaussian)
measurements for exact joint sparse recovery as r increases. In particular, if r is on the order
of K, e.g., r = ⌈K
2
⌉, then (14) is satisfied under
δL(K−⌈K
2
⌉)+⌈K
2
⌉+1 <
1
2
.
This implies that SSMP accurately recovers any row K-sparse matrix in at mostK iterations
with overwhelming probability as long as the number of random measurements scales linearly
with K log n
K
.
C. Connection With Previous Efforts
First, we consider the SSMP algorithm in the single measurement vector (SMV) scenario
(i.e., r = 1). In this case, we denote the residual by rk. By Proposition 1, the set Ik+1 of L
indices chosen in the (k + 1)-th iteration is
Ik+1 = argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
P⊥Skai
‖P⊥Skai‖2
,
rk
‖rk‖2
〉∣∣∣∣∣
= argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
P⊥Skai
‖P⊥Skai‖2
, rk
〉∣∣∣∣∣ . (41)
One can see that the SSMP’s selection rule reduces to the support identification rule of the
multiple orthogonal least squares (MOLS) algorithm when r = 1 [32, Proposition 1]. In this
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sense, SSMP can also be viewed as an extension of MOLS to the MMV scenario. Moreover,
since MOLS reduces to the conventional OLS algorithm [33], [34] when it chooses one index
in each iteration [32], SSMP includes OLS as a special case when r = L = 1. Using these
connections with Theorem 1, one can establish the performance guarantees of MOLS and
OLS, respectively, as follows:
δLK−L+2 <
√
L√
K + 1.15
√
L
, L > 1, (42a)
δK+1 <
1√
K + 1
4
+ 1
2
, L = 1. (42b)
In [32], it has been shown that MOLS accurately recovers any K-sparse vector in at most
K iterations under
δLK <
√
L√
K + 2
√
L
, L > 1, (43a)
δK+1 <
1√
K + 2
, L = 1. (43b)
Clearly, the proposed guarantees (42a) and (42b) are less restrictive than (43a) and (43b),
respectively. Furthermore, we would like to mention that there exists a K-sparse vector
that cannot be recovered by OLS running K iterations under δK+1 =
1√
K+ 1
4
[35, Example
2], which implies that a sufficient condition of OLS running K iterations cannot be less
restrictive than
δK+1 <
1√
K + 1
4
. (44)
One can see that the gap between (42b) and (44) is very small and vanishes for large K,
which demonstrates the near-optimality of (42b) for OLS running K iterations.
Next, we consider the case where the SSMP algorithm picks one index in each iteration
(i.e., L = 1). Then the selection rule in (11) simplifies to
sk+1 = argmax
i∈Ω\Sk
∥∥∥∥∥PR(Rk) P⊥Skai‖P⊥Skai‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (45)
In this case, SSMP reduces to the RA-ORMP algorithm [16]. Since multiple indices are
chosen in each iteration, SSMP has a better chance to identify all support elements. Also,
since multiple support elements are chosen at a time, SSMP finishes in fewer iterations
than RA-ORMP, which will eventually lead to an improvement in computational efficiency.
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Table II
Relationship between the proposed SSMP, MOLS, OLS, and RA-ORMP algorithms
Connection With SSMP Performance Guarantee
MOLS [32] SSMP when r = 1 δLK−L+2 <
√
L√
K+1.15
√
L
OLS [33] SSMP when r = L = 1 δK+1 <
1√
K+ 1
4
+ 1
2
RA-ORMP [16] SSMP when L = 1 δK+1 <
√
r√
K+ r
4
+
√
r
4
Exploiting the relationship between SSMP and RA-ORMP, one can deduce from Theorem 1
that RA-ORMP exactly recovers any row K-sparse matrix of rank r in K iterations under
δK+1 <
√
r√
K + r
4
+
√
r
4
, (46)
which is consistent with the best known guarantee for RA-ORMP [29]. It is worth mentioning
that (46) is a near-optimal recovery condition of RA-ORMP runningK iterations, since there
exists a row K-sparse matrix of rank r that cannot be recovered by RA-ORMP running K
iterations under δK+1 <
√
r
K
[29, Theorem 2]. In Table II, we summarize the relationship
between the proposed SSMP, MOLS, OLS, and RA-ORMP algorithms and their performance
guarantees.
IV. Stability of SSMP Under Measurement Noise
Thus far, we have focused on the performance guarantee of SSMP in the noiseless scenario.
In this section, we analyze the performance of SSMP in the more realistic scenario where
the observation matrix Y is contaminated by noise W ∈ Rm×r:
Y = AX+W. (47)
Here, the noise matrix W is assumed to be bounded (i.e., ‖W‖F ≤ ǫ for some ǫ > 0) or
Gaussian. In this paper, we exclusively consider the bounded scenario. Nevertheless, our
analysis can be easily extended to the Gaussian case after small modifications (see [36,
Lemma 3]).
In our analysis, we employ the Frobenius norm ‖X− X̂‖F of the reconstruction error as
a performance measure since exact recovery of X is not possible in the noisy scenario. Also,
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we assume that the number L of indices chosen in each iteration satisfies L ≤ min{K, m
K
}.
Then SSMP continues to perform an iteration until the iteration number k reaches kmax = K
or dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ǫ for some k < K (see Algorithm 1). The following theo-
rem presents an upper bound of ‖X − X̂‖F when SSMP is terminated by the condition
dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ǫ.
Theorem 2. Consider the system model in (47) where ‖W‖F is bounded. Suppose SSMP
picks L (L ≤ min{K, m
K
}) indices in each iteration and dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ǫ for some
k < K. Also, suppose A satisfies the RIP of order max{Lk+K, 2K}. Then the output X̂ of
SSMP satisfies
‖X− X̂‖F ≤ 2σmax(Y)ǫ
√
1 + δ2K + 2(
√
1 + δ2K +
√
1− δLk+K)‖W‖F√
(1− δLk+K)(1− δ2K)
.
In particular, when ǫ = ‖W‖F/σmax(Y), X̂ satisfies
‖X− X̂‖F ≤ (4
√
1 + δ2K + 2
√
1− δLk+K)‖W‖F√
(1− δLk+K)(1− δ2K)
. (48)
Proof. Recall that if SSMP chooses more than K indices (i.e., |Sk| > K), then by identifying
the K rows of Xk with largest ℓ2-norms, S
k is pruned to its subset Ŝ consisting of K
elements (see Algorithm 1). Let Zk be the row K-sparse matrix defined as (Zk)Ŝ = (Xk)Ŝ
and (Zk)Ω\Ŝ = 0|Ω\Ŝ|×r. Then, by [32, eq. (C.1) and eq. (C.2)], we have
‖Zk −X‖F ≤ 2(‖R
k‖F + ‖W‖F )√
1− δLk+K (49)
and
‖Zk −X‖F ≥
√
1− δ2K‖X− X̂‖F − 2‖W‖F√
1 + δ2K
. (50)
Also, since dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ǫ, we have
ǫ
(a)
≥ ‖P⊥SkY(Y′Y)−1/2‖F
= ‖Rk(Y′Y)−1/2‖F
≥ σmin((Y′Y)−1/2)‖Rk‖F
=
‖Rk‖F
σmax(Y)
, (51)
where (a) follows from (113). By combining (49)-(51), we obtain the desired result.
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Theorem 2 implies that if the SSMP algorithm is terminated by the condition
dist(R(Y),PSkR(Y)) ≤ ‖W‖F
σmax(Y)
,
then ‖X− X̂‖F is upper bounded by a constant multiple of the noise power ‖W‖F , which
demonstrates the stability of SSMP under measurement noise. One can also deduce from (48)
that X is recovered accurately (i.e., X̂ = X) if SSMP finishes before running K iterations
in the noiseless scenario.
We next consider the case where SSMP finishes after running K iterations. In our analysis,
we first establish a condition of SSMP choosing all support elements (i.e., S ⊆ SK) and then
derive an upper bound of the reconstruction error ‖X− X̂‖F under the obtained condition.
The following proposition presents a condition under which SSMP picks at least one support
element in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
Proposition 4. Consider the system model in (47), where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns, any
r nonzero rows of X are linearly independent, and ‖W‖F is bounded. Let Sk be the estimated
support generated in the k-th iteration of the SSMP algorithm and L be the number of indices
chosen in each iteration. Suppose there exists at least one remaining support element after
the k-th iteration (i.e., |S \Sk| > 0). Also, suppose A satisfies the RIP of order |S ∪Sk|+L
and η¯ = ‖PR(AX) −PR(Y)‖2 obeys
η¯ <
√√√√1− δ|S∪Sk|
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
. (52)
Then, the following statements hold:
(i) If |S \ Sk| > r and
2η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|√
1− δ|S∪Sk| − η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
<
√
r(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
K
−min
δ|S∪Sk|+1,
√√√√ rδ2|S∪Sk|+L
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
 , (53)
then SSMP chooses at least one support element in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
(ii) If |S \ Sk| ≤ r and
2η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|√
1− δ|S∪Sk| − η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
< 1− δ|S∪Sk|+1, (54)
then SSMP picks min{L, |S \ Sk|} support elements in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
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Proof. We consider the following two cases: 1) |S \ Sk| > r and 2) |S \ Sk| ≤ r.
1) |S \ Sk| > r:
Recall that SSMP chooses at least one support element in the (k + 1)-th iteration if
the largest element p1 in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈S\Sk is larger than the L-th largest element qL
in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈Ω\(S∪Sk), where B is the ℓ2-normalized counterpart of P⊥SkA (see Algo-
rithm 1). In our proof, we construct a lower bound of p1 and an upper bound of qL and then
show that the former is larger than the latter under (52) and (53).
• Lower bound of p1:
Note that for each of i ∈ S \ Sk,
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 = ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi − (PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk))bi‖2
(a)
≥ ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi‖2 − ‖(PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk))bi‖2
≥ ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi‖2 − ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2, (55)
where (a) is from the triangle inequality. Thus, p1 = maxi∈S\Sk ‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 satisfies
p1 ≥ max
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi‖2 − ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2
≥
√
r(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
K
− ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2, (56)
where the last inequality follows from (21).
• Upper bound of qL:
Note that for each of i ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk), we have
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 = ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi − (PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk))bi‖2
(a)
≤ ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bi‖2 + ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2 (57)
(b)
≤ δ|S∪Sk|+1 + ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2, (58)
where (a) follows from the triangle inequality and (b) is from (22) and (23). Let ψl be
the index corresponding to the l-th largest element ql in {‖PR(Rk)bi‖2}i∈Ω\(S∪Sk), then
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qL satisfies
qL ≤ 1
L
(q1 + . . .+ qL)
(a)
≤ 1
L
L∑
l=1
‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bψl‖2 + ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2
(b)
≤
√√√√ 1
L
L∑
l=1
‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)bψl‖22 + ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2
(c)
≤
√√√√ rδ2|S∪Sk|+L
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
+ ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX) −PR(Rk)‖2, (59)
where (a) is due to (57), (b) follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and (c) is
from (26)-(28). By combining (58) and (59), we obtain
qL ≤ min
δ|S∪Sk|+1,
√√√√ rδ2|S∪Sk|+L
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
+ ‖PR(P⊥SkAX) −PR(Rk)‖2. (60)
• When p1 > qL?
From (56) and (60), we have
p1 − qL ≥
√
r(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
K
−min
δ|S∪Sk|+1,
√√√√ rδ2|S∪Sk|+L
L(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|S∪Sk|)
− 2ηk, (61)
where ηk = ‖PR(P⊥
Sk
AX)−PR(Rk)‖2. We now take a look at ηk. Note that the condition
number κ(AS∪Sk) of the matrix AS∪Sk satisfies
κ(AS∪Sk) =
σmax(AS∪Sk)
σmin(AS∪Sk)
(a)
≤
√√√√1 + δ|S∪Sk|
1− δ|S∪Sk|
(62)
(b)
<
1
η¯
, (63)
where (a) follows from the definition of the RIP and (b) is due to (52). Then, from [17,
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Proposition 7.6],8 we have
ηk = ‖PP⊥
Sk
R(AX) −PP⊥
Sk
R(Y)‖2
≤ η¯ · κ(AS∪Sk)
1− η¯ · κ(AS∪Sk)
(64)
≤
η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|√
1− δ|S∪Sk| − η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
, (65)
where the last inequality follows from (62). Using this together with (53) and (61),
we obtain p1 > qL and hence SSMP picks at least one support element (the index
corresponding to p1) in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
2) |S \ Sk| ≤ r:
By combining (33a), (55), and (65), we have
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 ≥ 1−
η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|√
1− δ|S∪Sk| − η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
, ∀i ∈ S \ Sk.
Also, by combining (58) and (65), we have
‖PR(Rk)bj‖2 ≤ δ|S∪Sk|+1 +
η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|√
1− δ|S∪Sk| − η¯
√
1 + δ|S∪Sk|
, ∀j ∈ Ω \ (S ∪ Sk).
Then, for any support element i ∈ S \Sk and any incorrect index j ∈ Ω\ (S∪Sk), we obtain
‖PR(Rk)bi‖2 > ‖PR(Rk)bj‖2
by (54). Therefore, the SSMP algorithm picks min{L, |S \ Sk|} support elements in the
(k + 1)-th iteration.
Proposition 4 indicates that if more than r support elements remain after the k-th
iteration, then SSMP picks at least one support element in the (k+1)-th iteration under (53).
This in turn implies that SSMP chooses at least K − r support elements in the first K − r
iterations, provided that the sampling matrix A obeys the RIP of order L(K − r) + r + 1
and the corresponding RIP constant δ satisfies√
r(1− δ)
K
−min
δ,
√√√√ rδ2
L(1− δ2)(1− δ)
 > 2η¯
√
1 + δ√
1− δ − η¯√1 + δ . (66)
8In [17, Proposition 7.6], it has been shown that (64) holds when Sk ⊂ S. After small modifications, the proof can
readily be extended to the case where Sk 6⊂ S.
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In particular, in the noiseless case (‖W‖F = 0), η¯ = 0 so that (66) is satisfied under (14).
Thus, SSMP picks at least K − r support elements in the first K − r iterations under (14),
which coincides with the result in Proposition 2.
The next proposition presents a relationship between η¯ and noise.
Proposition 5. Consider the system model in (47) where ‖W‖F is bounded. If σmin(AX) >
σmax‖W‖F , then η¯ = ‖PR(AX) −PR(Y)‖2 satisfies
η¯ ≤
(
σmin(AX)
σmax(W)
− 1
)−1
. (67)
Proof. Let U = R(AX) and V = R(AX+W). It is well-known that [37, p. 275]
‖PU −PV‖2 = max
{
‖P⊥UPV‖2, ‖P⊥VPU‖2
}
.
Thus, in order to show (67), it suffices to show that
‖P⊥UPV‖2, ‖P⊥VPU‖2 ≤ η =
(
σmin(AX)
σmax(W)
− 1
)−1
.
• ‖P⊥UPV‖2 ≤ η?
Since
‖P⊥UPV‖2 = sup
v∈V ,‖v‖2=1
inf
u∈U
‖v− u‖2,
it suffices to show that infu∈U ‖v − u‖2 ≤ η for any unit vector v in V. Let v =
(AX+W)v¯ be an arbitrary unit vector in V = R(AX+W), then
1 = ‖(AX+W)v¯‖2
(a)
≥ ‖AXv¯‖2 − ‖Wv¯‖2
≥ (σmin(AX)− σmax(W))‖v¯‖2, (68)
where (a) follows from the triangle inequality. Note that infu∈U ‖v − u‖2 ≤ ‖v − u¯‖2
for any u¯ ∈ U = R(AX). In particular, when u¯ = AXv¯, we have
inf
u∈U
‖v− u‖2 ≤ ‖v− u¯‖2 = ‖Wv¯‖2
≤ σmax(W)‖v¯‖2
≤ σmax(W)
σmin(AX)− σmax(W) = η,
where the last inequality follows from (68).
• ‖P⊥VPU‖2 ≤ η?
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Let u = AXu¯ be an arbitrary unit vector in U = R(AX), then ‖u¯‖2 ≤ 1/σmin(AX).
Also, let v¯ = (AX+W)u¯ ∈ V, then
inf
v∈V
‖u− v‖2 ≤ ‖u− v¯‖2
≤ σmax(W)‖u¯‖2
≤ σmax(W)
σmin(AX)
≤ η.
Since u is an arbitrary unit vector in U , we have ‖P⊥VPU‖2 = supu∈U ,‖u‖2=1 infv∈V ‖u−
v‖2 ≤ η, which is the desired result.
Since σmax(W) ≤ ‖W‖F , one can deduce from Proposition 5 that
η¯ ≤
(
σmin(AX)
‖W‖F − 1
)−1
.
One can observe that the upper bound increases with the noise power ‖W‖F . In particular,
if ‖W‖F = 0, then η¯ = 0, which in turn implies that the measurement space R(Y) coincides
with the signal space R(AX).
Having the results of Propositions 4 and 5 in hand, we are now ready to establish a
condition under which SSMP picks all support elements.
Theorem 3. Consider the system model in (47), where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns, any r
nonzero rows of X are linearly independent, and ‖W‖F is bounded. Suppose SSMP chooses
L (L ≤ min{K, m
K
}) indices in each iteration. Also, suppose A obeys the RIP of order
L(K − r) + r + 1 and the corresponding RIP constant δ satisfies
0 ≤ η =
(
σmin(AX)
σmax(W)
− 1
)−1
<
√
1− δ
1 + δ
. (69)
Then SSMP picks all support elements in at most K−r+⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) r = K and δ satisfies
1− δ > 2η
√
1 + δ√
1− δ − η√1 + δ . (70)
(ii) r < K and δ satisfies√
r(1− δ)
K
−min
δ,
√√√√ rδ2
L(1− δ2)(1− δ)
 > 2η
√
1 + δ√
1− δ − η√1 + δ . (71)
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Proof. By Propositions 4 and 5, the SSMP algorithm chooses at least K−r support elements
in the first K− r iterations under (71). Furthermore, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, one
can show that if SSMP picks at least K − r support elements in the first K − r iterations,
then SSMP chooses the remaining support elements by running ⌈ |S\SK−r|
L
⌉ (≤ ⌈ r
L
⌉) additional
iterations under (70). Also, using r, L ≤ K, one can easily show that√
r(1− δ)
K
−min
δ,
√√√√ rδ2
L(1− δ2)(1− δ)
 < 1− δ,
and thus (70) is satisfied under (71). By combining these results, we can conclude that SSMP
picks all support elements in at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations if (i) or (ii) holds.
In the noiseless scenario (‖W‖F = 0), η = 0 so that (71) is satisfied under (14). Combining
this with Theorem 3, one can see that SSMP chooses all support elements and exactly
recovers X in at most K− r+ ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations under (14), which is consistent with the result
in Theorem 1. One can also infer from Theorem 3 that all support elements are chosen if
η < g(δ, r) =
√
1− δ
1 + δ
· f(δ, r)
2 + f(δ, r)
, (72)
where
f(δ, r) =
√
r(1− δ)
K
−min
δ,
√√√√ rδ2
L(1− δ2)(1− δ)
 .
Note that f(δ, r) is a decreasing function of δ and thus g(δ, r) also decreases with δ. Then,
since η decreases with σmin(AX)/σmax(W), the RIP condition in (72) becomes less restrictive
when σmin(AX)/σmax(W) increases. Furthermore, note that
f(δ, r) = max

√
r(1− δ)
K
− δ,√r
√1− δ
K
−
√√√√ δ2
L(1− δ2)(1− δ)
 ,
increases with the number r of (linearly independent) measurement vectors so that g(δ, r)
also increases with r. Therefore, the requirement on the RIP constant becomes less restrictive
when r increases (see Fig. 3). This behavior seems to be natural but has not been reported
for conventional joint sparse recovery algorithms such as SOMP, M-ORMP, and mixed norm
minimization techniques [11], [13], [14], [16]. Moreover, we note that if all support elements
are chosen, then the output X̂ of SSMP satisfies [32, Corollary 1]
‖X− X̂‖F ≤ ‖W‖F√1−δK , L = 1,
‖X− X̂‖F ≤
(
1 +
√
1+δ2K
1−δLK
)
2‖W‖F√
1−δ2K , L > 1.
(73)
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LK
, L >
(93)
This means that the reconstruction error of SSMP is bounded by the product of
a constant and the noise power , which confirms the stability of the SSMP algorithm
t noise.
, it is worth mentioning that our analysis can readily be extended to the scenario
where the input signal is not row sparse but approximately row sparse (or row compress-
. We say that is approximately row -sparse if 0
ρ > 0, where is the matrix obtained from by maintaining the rows of with
-norms and setting all the other rows to the zero vector. In this case, one can
m the stability of the SSMP algorithm by partitioning the observation matrix as
AX + ( ) + ) (94)
then applying Theorems to the system model in (94).
δ, r) =
1 +
δ, r
2 + δ, r
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g(δ, r2)δ, r) = 1 +
δ, r
2 + δ, r
η
δδ2δ1
Figure 3. An illustration of the condition in (72). The condition of δ satisfying η < g(δ, r) becomes less restrictive
when r increases (r1 < r2).
This means that the reconstruction error ‖X−X̂‖F of SSMP is upper bounded by a constant
multiple of the noise power ‖W‖F , which clearly demonstrates the stability of the SSMP
algorithm under measurement noise.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that our analysis can readily be extended to the scenario
where the input signal X is approximately row K-sparse (a.k.a. row compressible), meaning
that 0 < ‖X−XK‖F ≤ ρ‖X‖F for some small ρ > 0. Here, XK is the matrix obtained from
X by maintaining the K rows with largest ℓ2-norms and setting all the other rows to the
zero vector. In this case, one can show the stability of the SSMP algorithm by partitioning
the observation matrix Y as
Y = AXK + (A(X−XK) +W) (74)
and then applying Theorems 2 and 3 to this system model.
V. SSMP Running More Than K Iterations
Thus far, we have analyzed the performance of SSMP running at most K iterations.
Our result in Theorem 1 implies that if the number r of measurement vectors is on the
order of K (e.g., r = ⌈K
2
⌉), the SSMP exactly reconstructs any row K-sparse matrix with
overwhelming probability as long as the number m of random measurements scales linearly
with K log n
K
. However, if r is not on the order of K (e.g., r = 1), then the upper bound of
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the proposed guarantee (14) is inversely proportional to
√
K, which requires that m should
scale with K2 log n
K
(see (40)).
In the compressed sensing (CS) literature, there have been some efforts to improve the
performance guarantee by running an algorithm more than K iterations [39]–[43]. In fact,
while δK+1 <
1√
K+1
is the optimal guarantee of the conventional OMP algorithm running
K iterations [38], it can be improved to δ13K <
1
6
when it runs 12K iterations [40, Theorem
6.25]. In this section, we show that if r = 1, then by running more than K iterations, SSMP
ensures exact reconstruction with O(K log n
K
) random measurements.
A. Main Results
In this subsection, we provide our main results. In the next theorem, we demonstrate that
if γ support elements remain after some iterations, then under a suitable RIP condition,
SSMP picks the remaining support elements by running a specified number of additional
iterations.
Theorem 4. Consider the SSMP algorithm and the system model in (1) where A has unit
ℓ2-norm columns. Let L be the number of indices chosen in each iteration and γ be the number
of remaining support elements after the k-th iteration. Let c be an integer such that c ≥ 2.
If A obeys the RIP of order Lk + ⌊γ(1 + 4c− 4c
ec−1)⌋ and the corresponding RIP constant δ
satisfies
c ≥ − 2
(1− δ)2 log
1
2
, (75a)
c ≥ − 1
(1− δ)2 log
(
1
2
−
√
δ
2(1 + δ)
)
, (75b)
c > − 1
(1− δ)2 log
(
1
2
− δ
(1 + δ)(1− δ)2
)
, (75c)
then
S ⊂ Sk+max{γ,⌊ 4cγL ⌋}. (76)
Proof. See Section V-B.
Theorem 4 implies that if γ support elements remain, then under (75a)-(75c), SSMP
chooses all these elements by running max{γ, ⌊4cγ
L
⌋} additional iterations. In particular,
when γ = K, we obtain the following result.
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Table III
The Result in Theorem 5 With Different c
Number of Iterations Performance Guarantee
c = 2 max
{
K,
⌊
8K
L
⌋}
δ⌊7.8K⌋ ≤ 0.155
c = 3 max
{
K,
⌊
12K
L
⌋}
δ⌊12.4K⌋ < 0.235
c = 4 max
{
K,
⌊
16K
L
⌋}
δ⌊16.8K⌋ < 0.263
c = 5 max
{
K,
⌊
20K
L
⌋}
δ⌊20.9K⌋ < 0.281
c = 6 max
{
K,
⌊
24K
L
⌋}
δ25K < 0.291
Theorem 5. Consider the system model in (1) where A has unit ℓ2-norm columns. Let L
be the number of indices chosen in each iteration of the SSMP algorithm and c be an integer
such that c ≥ 2. Suppose A obeys the RIP of order ⌊K(1+4c− 4c
ec−1)⌋ and the corresponding
RIP constant δ satisfies (75a)-(75c). Then the SSMP algorithm accurately recovers x from
y = Ax in max{K, ⌊4cK
L
⌋} iterations.
Note that if c = 2, then (75a)-(75c) are satisfied under δ ≤ 0.167, δ ≤ 0.155, and δ <
0.185, respectively. Combining this with Theorem 5, one can see that the SSMP algorithm
guarantees exact reconstruction of any K-sparse vector in max{K, ⌊8K
L
⌋} iterations under
δ⌊7.8K⌋ ≤ 0.155. (77)
In particular, our result indicates that the OLS algorithm, which can be viewed as a special
case of SSMP for r = L = 1 (see Table II), recovers any K-sparse vector accurately in 8K
iterations under (77). In Table III, we summarize the performance guarantee of SSMP for
different choices of c.
The beneficial point of (77) is that the upper bound is a constant and unrelated to the
sparsity K. This implies that by running slightly more than K iterations, SSMP accurately
recovers any K-sparse vector with overwhelming probability with O(K log n
K
) random mea-
surements (see (40)). This is in contrast to the guarantees (42a) and (42b) of SSMP running
K iterations, which require that the number of random measurements should scale with
K2 log n
K
.
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B. Proof of Theorem 4
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on induction on the number γ of remaining support
elements. We note that this proof technique is similar in spirit to the works of Zhang [39]
and Foucart and Rauhut [40].
First, we consider the case where γ = 0. In this case, S \ Sk = ∅ and thus
S ⊂ Sk = Sk+max{γ,⌊ 4cγL ⌉}.
Next, we assume that the argument holds up to an integer γ − 1 (γ ≥ 1). In other words,
we assume that if the number t of remaining support elements is less than γ − 1, then
SSMP chooses all these elements by running max{t, ⌊4ct
L
⌋} additional iterations. Under this
assumption, we show that if γ support elements remain after the k-th iteration, then
S ⊂ Sk+max{γ,⌊ 4cγL ⌋}. (78)
1) Preliminaries
Before we proceed, we define notations used in our analysis. Without loss of generality,
let Γk = S \ Sk = {1, . . . , γ} and |x1| ≥ . . . ≥ |xγ|. We define the subset Γkτ of Γk as
Γkτ =

∅, τ = 0,
{1, . . . , 2τ−1L}, τ = 1, . . . ,max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉},
Γk, τ = max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉}+ 1.
(79)
Let
σ =
1
2
exp(c(1− δ)2), (80)
then σ ≥ 2 by (75a). Also, let N be the integer such that
‖xΓk\Γk0‖
2
2 < σ‖xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2, (81a)
‖xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2 < σ‖xΓk\Γk2‖
2
2, (81b)
...
‖xΓk\Γk
N−2
‖22 < σ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22, (81c)
‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22 ≥ σ‖xΓk\Γk
N
‖22. (81d)
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If (81d) holds for N = 1, then we take N = 1. We note that N always exists, since
‖xΓk\Γkτ ‖2 = 0 when τ = max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉} + 1 so that (81d) holds at least for N =
max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉}+ 1. From (81a)-(81d), one can easily see that
‖xΓk\Γkτ ‖22 ≤ σN−1−τ‖xΓk\ΓkN−1‖
2
2 (82)
for each of τ ∈ {0, . . . , N}. Also, if N ≥ 2, then we have
γ
(a)
>
2σ − 1
2σ − 22
N−2L
(b)
>
ec − 1
ec − 22
N−2L, (83)
where (a) follows from [43, eq. (21)] and (b) is because σ < 1
2
ec by (80). We next provide
lemmas useful in our proof.
Lemma 8. For any integer l satisfying l ≥ k and τ ∈ {1, . . . ,max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉} + 1}, the
residual of the SSMP algorithm satisfies
‖rl‖22 − ‖rl+1‖22 ≥
(1− δ2|Sl|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl|)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(
‖rl‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖22
)
. (84)
Proof. See Appendix D.
Lemma 9. For any integer l ≥ k, ∆l > 0, and τ ∈ {1, . . . ,max{0, ⌈log2 γL⌉} + 1}, the
residual rl+∆l generated in the (l +∆l)-th iteration of the SSMP algorithm satisfies
‖rl+∆l‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22 ≤ Cτ,l,∆l
(
‖rl‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
)
, (85)
where
Cτ,l,∆l = exp
−∆l(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
 . (86)
Proof. See Appendix E.
2) Sketch of Proof
We now proceed to the proof of (78). In our proof, we consider the following two cases:
i) N ≥ 2 and ii) N = 1.
i) N ≥ 2:
In this case, one can show that (see justifications in Section V-C)
‖xΓkN ‖22 ≤ ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22, (87)
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where ΓkN = S \ SkN and
kN = k + c
N∑
τ=1
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉
. (88)
This implies that |ΓkN | ≤ |Γk \ ΓkN−1| = γ − 2N−2L, since otherwise
‖xΓkN ‖22 > |x2N−2L+1|2 + . . .+ |xγ |2 = ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22,
which is a contradiction to (87). In other words, at most γ − 2N−2L support elements
remain after the kN -th iteration. Then, by the induction hypothesis, SSMP picks the
remaining support elements by running max{γ − 2N−2L, ⌊4c(γ−2N−2L)
L
⌋} additional iter-
ations, i.e.,
S ⊂ SkN+max{γ−2N−2L,⌊ 4c(γ−2
N−2L)
L
⌋}. (89)
Note that
kN +max
{
γ − 2N−2L,
⌊
4c(γ − 2N−2L)
L
⌋}
(a)
< k + c2N +max
{
γ − 2N−2L,
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋
− c2N
}
= k +max
{
γ − 2N−2(L− 4c),
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
, (90)
where (a) is because
kN = k + c
N∑
τ=1
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉
≤ k + c
N∑
τ=1
2τ−1 < k + c2N .
Then, by combining (89) and (90), we have
S ⊂ Sk+max{γ−2N−2(L−4c),⌊ 4cγL ⌋}. (91)
Also, note that9
max
{
γ − 2N−2(L− 4c),
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
≤ max
{
γ,
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
.
Using this together with (91), we obtain (78), which completes the proof.
ii) N = 1:
In this case, one can show that (see justifications in Section V-D)
‖xΓk+1‖22 < ‖xΓk‖22, (92)
9If L ≥ 4c, then it is trivial. If L < 4c, then γ + 2N−2(4c − L) ≤ γ + 2⌈log2
γ
L
⌉−1(4c − L) < 4cγ
L
so that
max
{
γ − 2N−2(L− 4c),
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
= ⌊ 4cγ
L
⌋ ≤ max
{
γ,
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
.
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which in turn implies that |Γk+1| < |Γk| = γ. In other words, at most γ − 1 support
elements remain after the (k+1)-th iteration. Then, by the induction hypothesis, SSMP
picks the remaining support elements by running max{γ − 1, ⌊4c(γ−1)
L
⌋} iterations, i.e.,
S ⊂ Sk+1+max{γ−1,⌊ 4c(γ−1)L ⌋}. (93)
Also, one can show that10
k + 1 +max
{
γ − 1,
⌊
4c(γ − 1)
L
⌋}
= k +max
{
γ,
⌊
4cγ
L
+
L− 4c
L
⌋}
≤ k +max
{
γ,
⌊
4cγ
L
⌋}
. (94)
By combining (93) and (94), we obtain (78), which is the desired result.
C. Proof of (87)
In our proof, we build an upper bound of ‖xΓkN ‖22 and a lower bound of ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22 and
then show that the former is smaller than the latter under (75b).
• Upper bound of ‖xΓkN ‖22:
Note that
‖rkN‖22 = ‖P⊥SkNAS\SkNxS\SkN ‖22
(a)
≥ (1− δ|S∪SkN |)‖xS\SkN ‖22
= (1− δ|S∪SkN |)‖xΓkN ‖22, (95)
where (a) is from Lemma 4. Also, one can show that (see justifications in Appendix F)
|S ∪ SkN | ≤ Lk +
⌊
γ
(
1 + 4c− 4c
ec − 1
)⌋
, (96)
and thus the RIP constant δ of order Lk + ⌊γ(1 + 4c− 4c
ec−1)⌋ satisfies
δ|S∪SkN | ≤ δ (97)
by Lemma 3. Using this together with (95), we obtain
‖xΓkN ‖22 ≤
‖rkN‖22
1− δ . (98)
• Lower bound of ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22:
10If L ≤ 4c, then it is trivial. If L > 4c, then 4cγ
L
+ L−4c
L
< γ + (1 − 4c
L
) so that ⌊ 4cγ
L
+ L−4c
L
⌋ ≤ γ. As a result,
max{γ, ⌊ 4cγ
L
+ L−4c
L
⌋} = γ ≤ max{γ, ⌊ 4cγ
L
⌋}.
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Let k0 = k and ki = k + c
∑i
τ=1⌈ |Γ
k
τ |
L
⌉ for each of i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Then, by applying
Lemma 9 with τ = i, l = ki−1, and ∆l = ki − ki−1, we have
‖rki‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γki xΓk\Γki ‖
2
2 ≤ Ci,ki−1,ki−ki−1
(
‖rki−1‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γki xΓk\Γki ‖
2
2
)
(99)
for each of i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Note that
Ci,ki−1,ki−ki−1
(a)
= exp
−c(1− δ2|Ski−1|+1)(1− δ|Γki ∪Ski−1|)
1 + δL

(b)
≤ exp
(
−c(1− δ|S∪SkN |)2
)
(c)
≤ exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
)
, (100)
where (a), (b), and (c) follow from (86), Lemma 3, and (97) respectively. By combin-
ing (99) and (100), we have
‖rki‖22 ≤ exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
)
‖rki−1‖22 +
(
1− exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
))
‖AΓk\Γk
i
xΓk\Γk
i
‖22 (101)
for each of i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.11 Now, after taking similar steps to [41, p. 4201], one can
show that
‖rkN‖22 ≤ 4(1 + δ) exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
) (
1− exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
))
‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22,
which is equivalent to
‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22 ≥
‖rkN‖22
4(1 + δ) exp (−c(1− δ)2) (1− exp (−c(1− δ)2)) . (102)
• When ‖xΓkN ‖22 ≤ ‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22?
From (98) and (102), we have
‖xΓkN ‖22
‖xΓk\Γk
N−1
‖22
≤ 4(1 + δ) exp (−c(1− δ)
2) (1− exp (−c(1− δ)2))
1− δ . (103)
One can easily check that the right-hand side of (103) is smaller than one under (75b),
which completes the proof.
11If ‖rki−1‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γk
i
xΓk\Γk
i
‖22 < 0, then (101) holds since ‖r
ki‖2 ≤ ‖r
ki−1‖22 due to the orthogonal projection
at each iteration of SSMP and ‖rki−1‖22 < exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
)
‖rki−1‖22 +
(
1− exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
))
‖AΓk\Γk
i
xΓk\Γk
i
‖22.
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D. Proof of (92)
In our proof, we build an upper bound of ‖xΓk+1‖22 and a lower bound of ‖xΓk‖22 and then
show that the former is smaller than the latter under (75c).
• Upper bound of ‖xΓk+1‖22:
By taking similar steps to the proof of (98), we can show that
‖xΓk+1‖22 ≤
‖rk+1‖22
1− δ . (104)
• Lower bound of ‖xΓk‖22:
From Lemma 8, we have
‖rk‖22 − ‖rk+1‖22 ≥
(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|Γk1∪Sk|)
⌈ |Γk1 |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(
‖rk‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γk1xΓk\Γk1‖22
)
(a)
=
(1− δ2|Sk|+1)(1− δ|Γk1∪Sk|)
1 + δL
(
‖rk‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γk1xΓk\Γk1‖22
)
(b)
≥ (1− δ)2
(
‖rk‖22 − ‖AΓk\Γk1xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2
)
, (105)
where (a) is because
|Γk1 |
L
≤ 1 and (b) follows from Lemma 3.12 After re-arranging terms,
we have
‖rk+1‖22 ≤
(
1− (1− δ)2
)
‖rk‖22 + (1− δ)2‖AΓk\Γk1xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2. (106)
Note that
‖rk‖22 = ‖P⊥SkAΓkxΓk‖22 ≤ ‖AΓkxΓk‖22
(a)
≤ (1 + δ|Γk|)‖xΓk‖22
(b)
≤ (1 + δ)‖xΓk‖22, (107)
where (a) and (b) follow from the RIP and Lemma 3, respectively. Also, note that
‖AΓk\Γk1xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2 ≤ (1 + δ|Γk\Γk1 |)‖xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2
(a)
≤ (1 + δ)‖xΓk\Γk1‖
2
2
(b)
≤ 1 + δ
σ
‖xΓk‖22
(c)
= 2(1 + δ) exp
(
−c(1− δ)2
)
‖xΓk‖22, (108)
12Again, if ‖rk‖22−‖AΓk\Γk
1
xΓk\Γk
1
‖22 < 0, then (105) holds since ‖r
k‖22−‖r
k+1‖22 ≥ 0 by the orthogonal projection
at each iteration.
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where (a), (b), and (c) follow from Lemma 3, (82), and (80), respectively. By combin-
ing (106)-(108), we have
‖xΓk‖22 ≥
‖rk+1‖22
(1 + δ) (1− (1− δ)2 + 2(1− δ)2 exp(−c(1− δ)2)) . (109)
• When ‖xΓk+1‖22 < ‖xΓk‖22?
From (104) and (109), we have
‖xΓk+1‖22
‖xΓk‖22
≤ (1 + δ) (1− (1− δ)
2 + 2(1− δ)2 exp(−c(1− δ)2))
1− δ . (110)
One can easily show that under (75c), the right-hand side of (110) is smaller than one,
which completes the proof.
VI. Simulation Results
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed SSMP algorithm through empir-
ical simulations. In our simulations, we use an m×n sampling matrix A (m = 64, n = 512)
whose entries are drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distributionN
(
0, 1
m
)
. For eachK, we generate
a row K-sparse matrix X ∈ Rn×r whose support is uniformly chosen at random. Nonzero
entries of X are drawn i.i.d. from a standard Gaussian distribution or binary (±1) random
distribution. We refer to these two types of signals as the Gaussian signal and the 2-ary
pulse amplitude modulation (2-PAM) signal, respectively. In our simulations, the following
joint sparse recovery algorithms are considered:
1) SOMP [13]
2) M-ORMP [11]
3) ℓ1/ℓ2-norm minimization technique [14]
4) CS-MUSIC [15]
5) RA-OMP [16]
6) RA-ORMP [16]
7) SSMP (L = 2)
8) SSMP (L = 3)
A. Noiseless Scenario
In this subsection, we study the empirical performance of SSMP in the noiseless sce-
nario. In this case, the observation matrix Y ∈ Rm×r follows the system model in (2). We
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Figure 4. ERR performance of recovery algorithms in the full row rank scenario.
perform 5, 000 independent trials for each point of the algorithm and compute the exact
reconstruction ratio (ERR) defined as [22], [23]
ERR =
number of exact reconstructions
number of total trials
.
By comparing the critical sparsity (the maximum sparsity level at which exact reconstruction
is ensured [22]), recovery accuracy of different algorithms can be evaluated.
First, we study the recovery performance in the full row rank case. In Fig. 4, we plot the
ERR performance as a function of sparsity K. We can observe that the proposed SSMP
algorithm shows a perfect performance (i.e., ERR=1) regardless of the sparsity and the
type of a row sparse signal. We also observe that RA-ORMP, which can be viewed as a
special case of SSMP for L = 1 (see Table II), achieves an excellent performance. This is
because the simulations are performed in the scenario where krank(A) ≥ K +1, and SSMP
guarantees exact reconstruction in this scenario if r = K (see Theorem 1). On the other
hand, conventional algorithms such as SOMP, M-ORMP, ℓ1/ℓ2-norm minimization, and RA-
OMP are imperfect when K is large, which matches the fact that these algorithms do not
uniformly guarantee exact recovery under krank(A) ≥ K + 1 (see Table I).
Next, we investigate the recovery performance of SSMP in the rank deficient case (r <
K). In Fig. 5, we plot the ERR performance as a function of K. In general, we observe
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(d) 2-PAM signal, r = 7
Figure 5. ERR performance of recovery algorithms in the rank deficient scenario.
that the ERR performance improves with the number r of measurement vectors. We also
observe that for both Gaussian and 2-PAM signals, SSMP outperforms other joint sparse
recovery algorithms in terms of the critical sparsity. For example, when r = 5 and the desired
signal is Gaussian, the critical sparsity of SSMP is 1.5 times higher than those obtained by
conventional recovery algorithms (see Fig. 5(a)). In Fig. 6, we plot the ERR performance as a
function of the number m of measurements. In these simulations, we set the sparsity level to
K = 50, for which none of recovery algorithms uniformly guarantees exact recovery. Overall,
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Figure 6. ERR performance of recovery algorithms as a function of m
we observe that ERR improves with m and the number of measurements required for exact
reconstruction decreases with r. From Fig. 6(a), we observe that SSMP recovers any row
K-sparse signal accurately when m ≥ 105, while other algorithms require more than 145
measurements. Interestingly, from Fig. 6(b), we observe that SSMP ensures perfect recovery
with 95 measurements, which meets the fundamental minimum number of measurements
(m = 2K − r + 1 = 95) required for exact joint sparse recovery [16].
Finally, we study the empirical performance of SSMP in the scenario where the desired
signal is approximately row sparse. Recall that X is approximately row K-sparse if ‖X −
XK‖F ≤ ρ‖X‖F for some small ρ. For an approximately row K-sparse signal, we define
the support as the index set of the K rows with largest ℓ2-norms. For each K, we generate
an approximately row K-sparse matrix X ∈ Rn×r whose support S is uniformly chosen at
random. The elements of XS and XΩ\S are drawn i.i.d. from Gaussian distributions N (0, 1)
and N (0, σ2), respectively. In our simulations, σ2 is set to σ2 = ρ2K
(n−K)(1−ρ2) so that
E[‖X−XK‖2F ]
E[‖X‖2F ]
=
(n−K)rσ2
(n−K)rσ2 +Kr = ρ
2.
As a performance measure for this scenario, we employ the exact support recovery ratio
(ESRR):
ESRR =
number of exact support recovery
number of total trials
.
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Figure 7. ESRR performance of recovery algorithms as a function of K
In Fig. 7, we plot the ESRR performance as a function of K when r = 7. In general, we
observe that the ESRR performance degrades with ρ. In particular, one can see that the
ESRR performance of CS-MUSIC degrades severely with ρ. For example, if ρ = 0, then the
critical sparsity of CS-MUSIC is 20 (see Fig. 5(c)). However, if ρ = 0.01, then the ESRR of
CS-MUSIC is less than one even when K = 10 (see Fig. 7(a)). On the other hand, critical
sparsities of other algorithms remain the same when ρ increases from 0 to 0.05. We also
observe that the proposed SSMP algorithm is very competitive in recovering approximately
row sparse signals. Specifically, the critical sparsity of SSMP is 38, which is about 1.5 times
higher than critical sparsities of other approaches.
B. Noisy Scenario
In this subsection, we study the empirical performance of SSMP in the noisy scenario. In
this case, the observation matrix Y follows the system model in (47), and we employ the
MSE as a performance measure where
MSE =
1
nr
‖X− X̂‖2F .
For each simulation point of the algorithm, we perform 10,000 independent trials and average
the MSE. In our simulations, we set the stopping threshold ǫ of SSMP to ǫ = ‖W‖F/σmax(Y)
as in Theorem 2.
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Figure 8. MSE performance of recovery algorithms as a function of SNR
In Fig. 8, we plot the MSE performance as a function of SNR (in dB) which is defined as
SNR = 10 log10
‖AX‖2
F
‖W‖2
F
. In these simulations, the entries of W are generated at random from
Gaussian distribution N (0, K
m
10−
SNR
10 ).13 For benchmark performance, we also plot the MSE
performance of the Oracle-LS estimator that provides the best achievable bound using prior
knowledge on the support. From the figures, we observe that the MSE performance of SSMP
improves linearly with SNR, but the performance improvement of conventional algorithms
diminishes with SNR. In particular, SSMP performs close to the Oracle-LS estimator in the
high SNR regime (SNR ≥ 20 dB).
VII. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a new joint sparse recovery algorithm called signal space match-
ing pursuit that greatly improves the reconstruction accuracy over conventional techniques.
The key idea behind SSMP is to sequentially investigate the support of a row sparse matrix
to minimize the subspace distance to the residual space. Our theoretical analysis indicates
that under a mild condition on the sampling matrix, SSMP exactly reconstructs any row
13One can easily check that E[(AX)2ij ] =
K
m
, since each component of A is generated independently from N (0, 1
m
)
and X is a row K-sparse matrix whose nonzero entries are drawn independently from N (0, 1). Then, from the
definition of SNR, we have E[W2ij ] =
K
m
10−
SNR
10 .
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K-sparse matrix X of rank K using m = K+1 measurements, which meets the fundamental
minimum number of measurements to ensure perfect recovery of X. Also, we showed that
SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction in at most K − r + ⌈ r
L
⌉ iterations, provided that A
satisfies the RIP of order L(K − r) + r + 1 with
δL(K−r)+r+1 < max

√
r√
K + r
4
+
√
r
4
,
√
L√
K + 1.15
√
L
 . (111)
This implies that the requirement on the RIP constant becomes less restrictive when the
number r of measurement vectors increases. Such behavior seems to be natural but has not
been reported for most of conventional methods. The result in (111) also implies that if r
is on the order of K, then SSMP ensures perfect recovery with overwhelming probability
as long as the number of random measurements scales linearly with K log n
K
. We further
showed that if r = 1, then by running max{K, ⌊8K
L
⌋} iterations, the guarantee (111) can
be significantly improved to δ⌊7.8K⌋ ≤ 0.155. This implies that although r is not on the
order of K, SSMP guarantees exact reconstruction with O(K log n
K
) random measurements
by running slightly more than K iterations. Moreover, we showed that under a proper RIP
condition, the reconstruction error of SSMP is upper bounded by a constant multiple of the
noise power, which demonstrates the stability of SSMP under measurement noise. Finally,
from numerical experiments, we confirmed that SSMP outperforms conventional joint sparse
recovery algorithms both in noiseless and noisy scenarios.
Finally, we would like to mention some future directions. Firstly, in our work, the number
L of indices chosen in each iteration is fixed. It would be more flexible and useful if this
constraint is relaxed to the variable length. To achieve this goal, a deliberately designed
thresholding operation is needed. Secondly, in analyzing a condition under which SSMP
chooses K−r support elements in the first K−r iterations, we only considered the scenario
where SSMP picks at least one support element in each iteration. One can see that although
SSMP fails to choose a support element in some iterations, it can still choose K− r support
elements by identifying multiple support elements at a time. It would be an interesting
future work to improve the proposed guarantee (111) for this scenario. Lastly, our result
in Theorem 1 implies that if r is not on the order of K, then SSMP running K iterations
requires that the number m of random measurements should scale with K2 log n
K
, which
is worse than the conventional linear scaling of m (m = O(K log n
K
)). When r = 1, we
can overcome this limitation by running SSMP more than K iterations. Extension of our
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analysis for general r to obtain an improved performance guarantee of SSMP is an interesting
research direction in the future.
Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. From (10), the set Ik+1 of L indices chosen in the (k+1)-th iteration of SSMP satisfies
Ik+1 = argmin
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
dist
(
R(Rk),PSk∪{i}R(Rk)
)
. (112)
From the definition of subspace distance, one can show that (see justifications in Appendix B)
dist
(
R(Rk),PSk∪{i}R(Rk)
)
= ‖P⊥Sk∪{i}U‖F , (113)
where U = [u1, . . . ,ud] is an orthonormal basis of R(Rk). By combining (112) and (113),
we have
Ik+1 = argmin
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
‖P⊥Sk∪{i}U‖F
= argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
‖PSk∪{i}U‖F . (114)
Also, note that ‖PSk∪{i}ul‖22 can be decomposed as [34, eq. (12)]
‖PSk∪{i}ul‖22 = ‖PSkul‖22 +
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
ul,
P⊥Skai
‖P⊥Skai‖2
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
Using this together with (114), we obtain
Ik+1 = argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
√√√√ d∑
l=1
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
ul,
P⊥Skai
‖P⊥Skai‖2
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
= argmax
I:I⊂Ω\Sk,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
∥∥∥∥∥PR(Rk) P⊥Skai‖P⊥Skai‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
which is the desired result.
Appendix B
Proof of (113)
Proof. For notational convenience, let V = R(ASk∪{i}). Then, our job is to show that
dist
(
R(Rk),PVR(Rk)
)
= ‖P⊥VU‖F , (115)
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whereU = [u1, . . . ,ud] is an orthonormal basis ofR(Rk). Let {v1, . . . ,ve} be an orthonormal
basis of PVR(Rk) (e ≤ d). Then we have
dist
(
R(Rk),PVR(Rk)
) (a)
=
√√√√√d− d∑
i=1
e∑
j=1
|〈ui,vj〉|2
=
√√√√d− d∑
i=1
‖PPVR(Rk)ui‖22, (116)
where (a) is from the definition of subspace distance (see (6)). Also, note that
PPVR(Rk)ui = PPVR(Rk)(PVui +P
⊥
Vui) = PVui.
Using this together with (116), we have (115).
Appendix C
Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. Note that
max
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≥
1
|S \ Sk|
∑
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22
=
1
|S \ Sk|‖BS\Sk −P
⊥
R(Rk)BS\Sk‖2F . (117)
Let t = rank(P⊥R(Rk)BS\Sk). Then, by Eckart-Young theorem [44], we have
‖BS\Sk −P⊥R(Rk)BS\Sk‖2F ≥
|S\Sk|∑
i=t+1
σ2i (BS\Sk)
=
|S\Sk|−t∑
i=1
σ2|S\Sk|+1−i(BS\Sk). (118)
By combining (117) and (118), we obtain
max
i∈S\Sk
‖PR(Rk)bi‖22 ≥
1
|S \ Sk|
|S\Sk|−t∑
i=1
σ2|S\Sk|+1−i(BS\Sk). (119)
We now take a look at t = rank(P⊥R(Rk)BS\Sk). Since R
k = P⊥SkAS\SkX
S\Sk = BS\SkDXS\S
k
where D = diag{‖P⊥Skai‖2 : i ∈ S \ Sk}, we have R(Rk) +R(BS\Sk) = R(BS\Sk) and thus
PR(Rk) +PR(P⊥
R(Rk)
B
S\Sk
) = PR(BS\Sk)
by projection update formula. As a result, we have
t = rank(BS\Sk)− rank(Rk). (120)
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Note that since AS∪Sk has full column rank, the projected matrix P⊥SkAS\Sk also has full col-
umn rank by Lemma 4, and so does its ℓ2-normalized counterpart BS\Sk (i.e. rank(BS\Sk) =
|S \ Sk|). Also, since P⊥SkAS\Sk has full column rank, rank(Rk) = rank(P⊥SkAS\SkXS\S
k
) =
rank(XS\S
k
) = d. Combining these together with (119) and (120), we obtain the desired
result (13).
Appendix D
Proof of Lemma 8
Proof. For any integer l such that l ≥ k, we have [43, eq. (C.10)]
‖rl‖22 − ‖rl+1‖22 ≥
1
1 + δL
‖A′Il+1rl‖22
(a)
=
1
1 + δL
∑
i∈Il+1
|〈P⊥Slai, rl〉|2, (121)
where I l+1 is the set of indices chosen in the (l+1)-th iteration of the SSMP algorithm and
(a) is because P⊥Sl = (P
⊥
Sl)
′ = (P⊥Sl)
2. Also, note that
∑
i∈Il+1
|〈P⊥Slai, rl〉|2 =
∑
i∈Il+1
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
P⊥Slai
‖P⊥Slai‖2
, rl
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
‖P⊥Slai‖22
(a)
≥ (1− δ2|Sl|+1)
∑
i∈Il+1
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
P⊥Slai
‖P⊥Slai‖2
, rl
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
(b)
= (1− δ2|Sl|+1) max
I:I⊂Ω\Sl,|I|=L
∑
i∈I
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
P⊥Slai
‖P⊥Slai‖2
, rl
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
(c)
≥ (1− δ2|Sl|+1) max
I:I⊂Ω\Sl,|I|=L
‖A′Irl‖22, (122)
where (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 6 and (41), respectively, and (c) is because ‖P⊥Slai‖2 ≤
‖ai‖2 = 1 for each of i ∈ Ω \ Sl. Furthermore, it has been shown in [43, eq. (C.5)] that
max
I:I⊂Ω\Sl,|I|=L
‖A′Irl‖22 ≥
1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl|
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉
(
‖rl‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
)
. (123)
By combining (121)-(123), we obtain (84), which is the desired result.
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Appendix E
Proof of Lemma 9
Proof. For each of l′ ∈ {l, . . . , l +∆l − 1}, we have
‖rl′‖22 − ‖rl
′+1‖22
(a)
≥
(1− δ2|Sl′ |+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl′ |)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(
‖rl′‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
)
(b)
≥
1− exp
−(1− δ2|Sl′ |+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl′ |)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl′‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22)
(c)
≥
1− exp
−(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl′‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖22) , (124)
where (a) is from Lemma 8, (b) is because t > 1− e−t for t > 0, and (c) is from Lemma 3.14
By subtracting both sides of (124) by ‖rl′‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖22, we obtain
‖rl′+1‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
≤ exp
−(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl′‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22) . (125)
By plugging l′ = l, . . . , l +∆l − 1 into (125), we have
‖rl+1‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
≤ exp
−(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22) , (126a)
‖rl+2‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22
≤ exp
−(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)
⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl+1‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖22) , (126b)
...
‖rl+∆l‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖22
≤ exp
−(1− δ2|Sl+∆l−1|+1)(1− δ|Γkτ∪Sl+∆l−1|)⌈ |Γkτ |
L
⌉(1 + δL)
(‖rl+∆l−1‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ‖22) . (126c)
Finally, by combining (126a)-(126c), we obtain (85), which is the desired result.
14If ‖rl
′
‖22 − ‖AΓk\ΓkτxΓk\Γkτ ‖
2
2 < 0, then (124) clearly holds true since ‖r
l′‖22 −‖r
l′+1‖22 ≥ 0 due to the orthogonal
projection at each iteration of SSMP.
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Appendix F
Proof of (96)
Proof. Note that
|S ∪ SkN | = |SkN |+ |ΓkN | ≤ |SkN |+ |Γk| = LkN + γ. (127)
Also, from (88), we have
kN ≤ k + c
N∑
τ=1
2τ−1
< k + c2N
(a)
< k +
4cγ
L
(
1− 1
ec − 1
)
where (a) is from (83). Using this together with (127), we obtain
|S ∪ SkN | < Lk + γ
(
1 + 4c− 4c
ec − 1
)
,
which in turn implies (96).
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